REPAIR IT ONCE
REPAIR IT RIGHT
• Using Viking Genuine Parts ensures that your pump will work at the highest level of efficiency possible
• Ordering Viking Genuine Parts provides you with the parts needed to make your repair
• Our dedicated team of application engineers will help to make sure the parts you need are the right fit for your application
• Viking Pump Genuine Parts can be purchased individually or in convenient part kits
• Seal, Rebuild, Bearing, O-ring and other kits simplify general maintenance or a complete rebuild, from ordering and stocking to installation

GENUINE PARTS
ADVANTAGES

Quality
• Extensive quality control
• Get the performance you expect
• Viking Genuine Parts are made with highly calibrated machines to ensure optimum reliability

Design
• Factory-made to ensure it meets the exact requirements for your pump
• Parts available individually or in kits
• Genuine Parts are application-specific to meet your unique conditions
• Only Viking Genuine Parts are specifically designed to meet performance requirements for Viking pumps

Support
• Local distribution to ensure fast delivery and service
• Viking backs all Genuine Parts with its own warranty and distributor network

PART KITS
ADVANTAGES

Everything you need in one package
• Factory recommended parts to ensure repair is done correctly
• Kits available in Seal, Rebuild, Bearing and O-ring configurations

Save time & money
• Viking Pump kits make rebuilds easier and more cost effective
• Average savings of 35% to rebuild instead of replace

Reduce costly downtime
• Helps your repair technicians to know exactly what parts are needed to ensure your pump is working at peak performance

Maximize service life
• Using Viking Genuine Parts ensures your pump will work to the technical specifications
VIKING PUMP ADVANTAGE

- Viking Pump, Inc. has been making pumps and parts for over 105 years in Cedar Falls, Iowa.
- With a vertically integrated manufacturing process, Viking Pump has the tools, processes and systems to produce our products in-house; from the initial engineering analysis, through design layout, foundry casting, machining, final assembly, testing and shipping.
- Viking Pump utilizes state of the art manufacturing machines and processes to provide the highest quality product available.
- Knock-off parts are not made with the precision or reliability that you can count on from genuine Viking Pump parts.

PRODUCTION PROCESS

VIKING PUMP

Contact Your Distributor Today

WATCH THE VIDEOS

Watch our repair support and how-to videos.
Scan this QR code or visit VIKINGPUMP.COM/VIDEOS
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